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he first part of this evaluation, in UHF No. 85, caused
a sensation, and frankly it
perturbed us too. We took a
very good economy loudspeaker cable,
the Atlas Hyper 2, and listened to it
with four different sets of connectors:
the original equipment Z Plugs, traditional gold-over-brass WBT spades and
bananas, WBT’s new nextgen bananas,
and finally the ETI Bayonet Bananas.
The differences were astounding, far
greater that we had imagined they could
be. The winners by far were the two
newest connectors, the WBT nextgen
and the ETI. Both use the strict minimum of metal, and that metal is copper,
not the usual brass.
It wasn’t long after the issue was
published that we got a worried e-mail
from a Mavros owner in Europe. Should
he think about changing the connectors
on his cables for nextgens? Our reply: we
didn’t know, but we would find out.
We admit to having hesitated before
deciding to do this test. Our Mavros
cables came with the optional (and
expensive) spade connectors made from
single-crystal copper. Like the Z-Plugs
(which are the standard issue on the
Mavros) they are “cold welded” under
pressure, which means we couldn’t take
them off without destroying them.
Gulp!
So what if it should turn out they
made no difference? Indeed, what if the
nextgens actually sounded worse? There
would be no going back.
However we had another reason to
want bananas, and we had figured that
out when we first adopted this cable.
We plug and unplug things a lot in our
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business. Our reference speakers and
amplifier have good binding posts, and
fasten tightly on the spades, but some
gear we test have those posts that seem
to loosen if you stare at them. Bananas
are a better tool for us.
So we decided to go ahead. We pulled
out three CDs that sound particularly
good, and set up our Linn Unidisk
player in the Alpha room. We prepared
everything we would need for the surgery: the three sets of WBT nextgen
bananas, a dozen 6 mm gold sleeves, the
WBT crimping tool, and everything we
needed to cut and bare the wire ends of
the Mavros.
We made sure all the binding posts
were good and tight, and we proceeded
to the first listen. How did it sound?
Fabulous. Steve Bourke was especially
impressed, because it was the first time
he had heard the Alpha system, in our
remarkable acoustics.
A nd then to the operation. We
took a deep breath and reached for the
cutters.
The wires were cut back as close as
possible to the rigid cold-weld spade
shanks. The decorative mesh Atlas uses
in its finishing is all too fragile, and we
made a mental note to replace it with
shrink tubing later. For the moment,
however, everyone was waiting. Once
the ends were bare, we slipped on the
sleeves, fused them with the wire under
the pressure of the crimping tool, and
slipped the finished ends into their
waiting WBT bananas (shown on the
next page). Incidentally, the operation
was carried out by unplugging the cables
from the amplifier first, so that the amp
did not need to be turned off. It was nice

and toasty when we tightened on fresh
bananas, and got ready to listen again.
The first selection was a guitar duo,
De Luna, from Strunz and Farah’s album
Zona Torrida. We still had misgivings,
fearing we had sacrificed expensive connectors for nothing. We hadn’t.
We were unanimous that the sound
of these dazzling guitars had changed,
entirely in the right way, which is to
say in the direction of naturalness.
The sound was more limpid, with more
body in the bass and lower midrange,
with more detail but more substance as
well. The enhanced 3-D effect revealed
additional layers of sound, right down to
the subtle little reverberation at the end
of a chord. Albert noticed a background
instrument he had never noticed before,
which turned out to be Carlitos del
Puerto’s bass.
Steve was nonplussed. During the
first listen he had pronounced the system
the best he had ever heard. This was
something else again.
We continued with a rare recording
by South African jazz trumpetist and
singer Hugh Masekela. His composition
Stimela is often heard at international
shows. Recorded in an overheated
Washington night club before the fall
of the apartheid régime, it’s about the
coal train which once brought migrant
workers from varied African countries to
work the mines of South Africa as slaves
in all but name. Masekela provides the
monolog, evokes the train with his voice,
and plays an extended score that is always
worth listening to.
A warning: you have to play it loud to
get the whole effect.
Good as it was the first time, it had
an extra dimension the second time
around, and all three of us had a lot to
say. “It isn’t just more attractive,” said
Albert, “it’s also more interesting. Take
the synths in the opening section. They
set up the texture of the music, but now
that texture is gorgeous. The saxophone
is more realistic, and the cymbals too —
listen to the way they shimmer.” Gerard
had noted much the same things.
Of course Masekela’s voice is the
key to this piece, and it was noticeably

improved, less thick. At the same time
the very bottom end was cleaner, though
no less energetic, and that gave extra
body to both the electric bass and the
kick drum. All this from connectors?
Steve commented on the added
depth — this is a live recording after all,
done in a real space. He thought that the
sound was less harsh, particularly that of
Masekela’s voice when he imitates the
whistle of the coal train.
Of course we wanted another human
voice in the mix, and preferably a female
voice. Cable connections, we have
already mentioned, cause problems
in the highs. Some years back one of
our (then) reference speakers had what
appeared to be a cracked tweeter — you
could practically hear the dome bend
with the music. In fact it was a bad connection. In that instance, the connection
was inside the speaker (between the wire
and the inside of the WBT binding post
in fact), but of course a “subprime” connection between cable and binding post
will do the same thing. Tightening it had
fixed the problem.
But on w it h t he voice, Margie
Gibson’s The Best Thing For You from
her album Say It with Music (Sheffield
CD-36). This time, we had less to say.

Oh, it wasn’t because we heard no
difference, because we did. From the first
notes of Lincoln Mayorga’s piano, the
resonances were more complex, and the
sound more revealing. The percussion
had also become clearer. As for Margie’s
remarkable voice, she was present as
never before.
“The best t hing for you,” said
Steve, echoing the song, “would be the
nextgens.”
And so we have the answer for our
European reader, but the experience may
leave you with some questions.

One question we’re anticipating is:
seeing that the ETI Bayonet Bananas did
so well in Part I of this test, why didn’t
we save a few dollars and adopt them
instead? In fact the ETI products have
risen in price since then, but it’s true
that they cost less than the nextgens.
Remember, however, that we’re a magazine, and we are constantly connecting
and reconnecting products. The WBT
bananas are built to take a beating, and
we figure they’re a better choice for us.
Your needs may be different.
Finally — we can’t resist this — a
word for those who think that all this
stuff about cables and connectors is bosh,
that it’s all marketing hype. We sincerely
wish that were true, because if it were,
our working tools would have cost us a
lot less. We wish all amplifiers, at least
above a certain price, sounded exactly
the same, because we’ve spent a lot of
money for ours. Without gear of this
quality, we would not be in a position
to give you valid advice on how to go
about doing your own research, in order
to build a system that will give you years
of pleasure.
As always, that is our goal. We suspect other people have other goals, but
the sun shines for everyone.

CROSSTALK
Like some other UHF readers, I have
often wondered about the importance of
cables and connectors, and their influence
on hi-fi sound. So after hearing the Alpha
system’s stupendous performance using the
reference connectors, I expected no great
difference from the WBT nextgens.
Even so, they improved every aspect of
the sound I heard. What had been already
super great became greater. Truly threedimensional realism seemed to shimmer
with life.
Without doubt, a superb connector is
what WBT has created.
—Steve Bourke
Will you forgive me if I seem to go offtopic for a bit?
I had not bought winter tires for years,
because I’m not obliged to be in difficult
traffic the morning after a storm. But it’s

now the law where I live.
I’m not pleased. Nearly all of my winter
driving is actually on bare pavement, and
with these tires the handling of my car has
gone south. It’s difficult to take a long curve
without concentrating on it. Same car, different tires, much worse experience.
So what’s my point? Connectors are to
cables what tires are to a car, the contact
point. That may explain the surprising
results we heard.
Yes, those single-crystal spades already
seemed outstandingly good. But having
heard what connectors could do even with a
low-cost cable, where you would expect the
cable to be the limiting factor, I was sure we
were in for a big change in this case.
And so it came to pass. The Mavros is
a great cable, but even the best one can be
improved. This is no minor tweak.
—Gerard Rejskind
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I wasn’t prepared for what I heard.
I thought it was going to be one of those
vague and undefinable differences, something I’d have to think about really hard,
and decide if it was meaningful or if it was
just another color added to the music.
K now ing how good our reference
system already sounded with the first piece,
I was relaxed, but — just like a cat — I soon
found myself sitting up, totally focused on
the music. Everything had become so much
more interesting. It had been very good
before, it actually sounded great with the
reference, but now it was so much…more.
Vague? No, but subtle and delicately
complex in the differences it revealed.
Undefinable? Not at all, as it added even
more precision and clarity to what I thought
was already so clear. And, above all, it added
beauty.
—Albert Simon

